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ABSTRACT
Mountain lions (Puma concolor) throughout North and South America are infected with puma lentivirus clade B (PLVB). A sec-
ond, highly divergent lentiviral clade, PLVA, infects mountain lions in southern California and Florida. Bobcats (Lynx rufus) in
these two geographic regions are also infected with PLVA, and to date, this is the only strain of lentivirus identified in bobcats.
We sequenced full-length PLV genomes in order to characterize the molecular evolution of PLV in bobcats andmountain lions.
Low sequence homology (88% average pairwise identity) and frequent recombination (1 recombination breakpoint per 3 isolates
analyzed) were observed in both clades. Viral proteins have markedly different patterns of evolution; sequence homology and
negative selection were highest in Gag and Pol and lowest in Vif and Env. A total of 1.7% of sites across the PLV genome evolve
under positive selection, indicating that host-imposed selection pressure is an important force shaping PLV evolution. PLVA
strains are highly spatially structured, reflecting the population dynamics of their primary host, the bobcat. In contrast, the phy-
logeography of PLVB reflects the highly mobile mountain lion, with diverse PLVB isolates cocirculating in some areas and genet-
ically related viruses being present in populations separated by thousands of kilometers. We conclude that PLVA and PLVB are
two different viral species with distinct feline hosts and evolutionary histories.
IMPORTANCE
An understanding of viral evolution in natural host populations is a fundamental goal of virology, molecular biology, and dis-
ease ecology. Here we provide a detailed analysis of puma lentivirus (PLV) evolution in two natural carnivore hosts, the bobcat
andmountain lion. Our results illustrate that PLV evolution is a dynamic process that results from high rates of viral mutation/
recombination and host-imposed selection pressure.
Feline immunodeficiency viruses (FIVs) are complex retrovi-ruses in the genus Lentivirus. Nine lineages of FIV infect mem-
bers of the family Felidae in a species-specific pattern (1). The
occurrence and monophyly of FIV across the Felidae resemble
those of simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV) inAfrican primates
(2) and suggest that contemporary FIVs have all diverged from a
common ancestor during feline speciation (1, 3).
It has been posited that FIV was introduced into New World
cats with the arrival of migrating African cats during the Pleisto-
cene era (3). The two FIV lineages infecting bobcats (Lynx rufus)
and mountain lions (Puma concolor) are referred to as puma len-
tivirus (PLV) (or FIVPco), because both lineages (referred to here
as PLV clade A [PLVA] and PLVB) were initially characterized in
mountain lions. The two PLV clades are monophyletic with re-
spect to the other feline lentiviruses, yet the genetic distance be-
tween PLVA and PLVB is equal to that separating viral lineages
from different host species. PLVB isolates infect mountain lions
throughout their entire geographic range, including most of
North and South America, reflecting a long history of virus-host
coevolution (3). In contrast, PLVA has been detected in only a
small number of mountain lions in southern California and Flor-
ida. Franklin et al. hypothesized that the primary host of PLVA is
the bobcat because it is the only FIV lineage detected in this species
(8). Bobcat PLVA prevalence levels of 25 to 40% have been de-
tected in Florida and southern California, but no PLVA (or other
FIV) has been detected in bobcats outside these geographic areas
(5).
Several previous reports have described the phylogenetic
relationships among FIVs based upon nucleotide sequence align-
ments from short regions of the pol or env genes (4, 6–10). Addi-
tional studies comparing phylogenetic relationships among full-
length sequences of lion lentivirus (LLV) isolates across Africa and
PLVB isolates from central NorthAmerica demonstrate that com-
plex evolutionary histories cannot be fully resolved through sin-
gle-gene analyses (11, 13, 14, 17). Since only one full-length PLVA
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sequence has been evaluated, no genomic evolutionary studies
have been conducted on this clade (15).
We initiated a study to determine the genetic diversity and
molecular evolution of PLVA and PLVB using new and existing
full-length viral sequence data, including samples obtained from
free-ranging North American bobcats and mountain lions. We
describe here in detail (i) phylogenetic relationships among PLVs
in bobcats andmountain lions, (ii) selective forces and constraints
that shape PLV evolution, and (iii) patterns of recombination and
their effect on genetic diversity. This work represents the most
extensive analysis of FIV genome evolution to date and thus rep-
resents an important contribution toward furthering our under-
standing of virus-host dynamics, natural selection, and adaptation
of retroviruses in natural-host populations.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sample collection and DNA extraction.Mountain lion and bobcat sam-
ples were collected from five natural populations in three U.S. states (Fig.
1). Sampling locations included (i) two sites in coastal southernCalifornia
(CA-south and CA-north), adjacent to one another but divided by the
metropolitan area of Los Angeles; (ii) two sites in Colorado (CO-west and
CO-east), separated by the Rocky Mountains; and (iii) one site in Florida
(FL). Previously reported PLV sequences from mountain lions in Wyo-
ming (WY), Montana (MT), British Columbia (BC), and FL were also
included in our analyses (see Table SA1 in the supplemental material).
All samples were collected from live, free-ranging animals captured by
using baited cage traps or scent-trained tracking hounds, as previously
described (16). All animal capture and handling protocols were done ac-
cording to approved Animal Care and Use Committee guidelines and,
where applicable, local government regulations. Blood samples were sent
to Colorado State University for PLV detection by serology and sequence
characterization, as described below.
DNA was extracted from whole blood or peripheral blood mononu-
clear cells (PBMCs) by using the standard DNeasy Blood and Tissue pro-
tocol (Qiagen Inc., Valencia, CA). Some fresh PBMC samples were cul-
tured in vitro for up to 14 days to propagate the virus prior to DNA
extraction, as previously described (17). Table SA1 in the supplemental
material provides the sex, age, location, and collection date for the samples
included in this study.
PCR amplification, sequencing, and assembly of viral genomes.We
designed a standardized set of PCR primers and protocols to amplify and
sequence diverse viral isolates from each PLV clade. Themajority of prim-
ers contained degenerate bases. The online programOligoCalc v. 3.26 was
used to identify and avoid primer sequences likely to form problematic
secondary structures (18). The genome coordinates and sequences for all
PLVA and PLVB primers are listed in Table SA2 in the supplemental
material, and a map of primer locations is depicted in Fig. SA1 in the
supplemental material. PLVA and PLVB genomic coding regions (i.e.,
from the start of gag to the end of env) were amplified by using three
subtype-specific overlapping nested PCRs (Table 1). The 5= or 3= portions
of some PLVA isolates from mountain lions in California and Florida
failed to be amplified by any primer pairs; thus, only partial genomes were
sequenced for these individuals (see Table SA1 in the supplemental ma-
terial).
FIG 1 Host geographic ranges in North America and sample locations. Bobcat andmountain lion geographic ranges are depicted in light and dark gray shading,
respectively (http://www.iucnredlist.org/). The dark shading also represents areas of sympatry because the geographic range of bobcats completely overlaps that
ofmountain lions within themap boundaries. Animal capture locations are indicated as follows: circles, bobcats (PLVA); squares, mountain lions (PLVA); small
triangles, mountain lions (PLVB); stars, PLVA/PLVB-coinfected mountain lions. Large upside-down triangles represent approximate capture locations for
previously reported PLV sequences included in this study (11, 15). The exact locations for Florida panther samples are not shown. Geographic regions are
represented by the following symbol colors: orange, CA-south; dark red, CA-north; green, CO-west and CO-east; blue, FL; light blue, WY-west and WY-east;
black, MT; bright red, BC.
TABLE 1 PCR primer combinations used for amplification of the full
protein-encoding region in PLVA and PLVB isolatesa
PCR Round
PLVA PLVB
Forward
primer
Reverse
primer
Product
length
(kb)
Forward
primer
Reverse
primer
Product
length
1 1 A3F A16R 4.2 B3F P2R 3.3 kb
2a A4F A12R 2.2 B4F B9R 500 bp
2b A9F A15R 2.4 B7F P1R 2.5 kb
2 1 P1F A26R 5.7 B14F B39R 6.2 kb
2a A14F A21R 3.7 B15F B25R 2.6 kb
2b A19F A24R 2.1 B24F B30R 2.0 kb
2c B29F B38R 2.0 kb
3 1 A21F A32R 2.3 B30F B44R 2.7 kb
2 A22F A31R 1.6 B34F B43R 1.1 kb
a Table SA2 in the supplemental material provides the sequence and genome location
for each primer.
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PCRs were conducted with PlatinumTaq high-fidelity DNA polymer-
ase (Invitrogen Inc., Carlsbad, CA) according to manufacturer-recom-
mended protocols, modified to include twice the recommended units of
enzyme. The amount of enzyme was increased to improve amplification
of low-copy-number proviral DNA. Final reactionmixture volumes were
50l. Fivemicroliters of DNA (100 ng to 250 ng) was used as the template
for each first-round PCR. Second-round PCRswere performed by using 2
l of first-round product as the template. All PCR protocols incorporated
touchdown cycles in which the annealing temperature (Ta) was decreased
from the optimal upper primerTa to the optimal lower primerTa in 0.5°C
increments per cycle. These conditions were followed by additional cycles
of amplification at the optimal lower Ta for a total of 40 cycles per reac-
tion. Optimal primer Ta values were defined as 3°C to 5°C below the
melting temperature (Tm) determined by the nearest-neighbor calcula-
tion in OligoCalc (18). The extension time for each PCR was adjusted for
product length at a rate of 1 min/kb, as recommended by the manufac-
turer (Invitrogen Inc., Carlsbad, CA).
PCR products were separated by size via agarose gel electrophoresis
and visualized with ethidium bromide. Specific PCR products were puri-
fied by using the QIAquick PCR purification kit (Qiagen Inc., Valencia,
CA). If products contained multiple bands, the band at the correct frag-
ment length was extracted and purified by using the QIAquick gel extrac-
tion kit (Qiagen Inc., Valencia, CA). PCR products were sequenced on an
ABI 3130 XL genetic analyzer (Applied Biosystems Inc., Foster City, CA),
using internal forward and reverse primers spanning approximately every
500 to 700 bp (see Table SA2 and Fig. SA1 in the supplemental material).
Tominimize sequencing errors, we sought to achieve at least 2 sequenc-
ing coverage at all positions in each viral genome. However, small regions
in some viral genomes with high-quality chromatograms had single cov-
erage.
All chromatogram files were manually screened to ensure that bases
were scored correctly. Individual sequence files were trimmed and assem-
bled into single consensus sequences by using default settings in Geneious
Pro 5.6.4. Intrahost variation was observed in many individuals by the
consistent presence of two or more chromatogram peaks at a single posi-
tion across multiple sequencing reads. These positions were scored as a
single base if the “highest-quality” option for handling ambiguous bases
in Geneious resolved the ambiguity. Otherwise, the positionwas scored as
ambiguous, using the appropriate degenerate character to indicate which
bases cooccur at that site in a given sample. Thirty-eight ambiguous bases
were present across 15 consensus genomes. No ambiguous bases were
located within amino acids under positive selection or adjacent to recom-
bination sites. Throughout the remaining text, proteins are referred to in
plain text with the first letter capitalized (i.e., Gag), and open reading
frames (ORFs) are written in italicized lowercase type (i.e., gag).
Sequence analysis.The open reading framepredictor inGeneious and
previously annotated sequences were used to identify the location of each
open reading frame (15, 19). The gag, pol, env, and vif open reading frames
could be identified with confidence in all PLVA and PLVB genomes (see
Results, below), and therefore, the following analyses were performed on
these four genetic regions. Putative cleavage sites within precursor
proteins (Gag, Pol, and Env) were determined from conserved amino
acid motifs identified in protein alignments with annotated FIV se-
quences (12, 20).
Each consensus sequence was trimmed into the four open reading
frames gag, pol, vif, and env. For partially sequenced viral isolates, only
complete open reading frames were analyzed (i.e., those sequenced from
the start codon to the stop codon). Codon alignments and translated
amino acid sequences were constructed for each open reading frame by
using Muscle (21) with default parameters. All translated sequences con-
tained intact open reading frames without premature stop codons. To
characterize the levels of intra- and interclade genetic diversity at the
protein level, pairwise identity and the proportion of invariant sites were
estimated from amino acid alignments by using Geneious. The pairwise
identity of each alignment reports the percentage of pairwise sites with
identical amino acid residues. This value accounts for insertions and de-
letions (indels), as gap-versus-nongap comparisons are included.
Recombination breakpoints. Codon alignments for each viral ORF
were uploaded into DataMonkey, the online server of the HyPhy package
(22). Recombination breakpoints within each ORF were identified by
using the genetic algorithm for recombination detection (GARD), with a
general discrete distribution of sites into two rate classes (23). Breakpoints
identified by improved Akaike information criterion (AIC) values were
considered significant only if subsequently supported by a Kishino-Hase-
gawa test result indicating significant topological incongruence between
the trees constructed from the regions to the right and left of the break-
point (alpha  0.05). This is a conservative approach, since recombina-
tion does not always change phylogenetic relationships (24). An initial run
of GARD with each full-length open reading frame was performed. Most
analyses were stopped before the full search for all potential breakpoints
was complete due to computational time constraints. Therefore, each
alignment with at least one significant breakpoint was divided at a break-
point and rerun in GARD as two shorter alignments. This process was
repeated until all significant breakpoints were identified or GARD could
run to completion without finding additional breakpoints.
Phylogenetic analyses. A Bayesian phylogenetic tree of PLVA and
PLVB sequences was constructed from a 1,439-bp alignment of a nonre-
combinant region of pol by using Bayesian Evolutionary Analysis Sam-
pling Trees v1.6 (BEAST) software (25). This regionwas chosen because it
comprises the longest nonrecombinant region shared by all PLVA and
PLVB isolates analyzed (see Results, below), and it overlaps the region of
pol commonly used for FIV phylogenetic analyses of nondomestic cats (1,
7). The input file was compiled by using Bayesian Evolutionary Analysis
Utility v1.6 (BEAUti). A normal distribution (mean  1.7 million years
ago [MYA]; standard deviation 1) was used to calibrate the root height
of the tree to correspond to the proposed timeline of FIV introduction
into the Americas during the Pleistocene era (3). Model parameters in-
cluded the SDR06model of nucleotide substitution and a piecewise-linear
coalescent Bayesian skyline treemodel prior (26). An initial run of BEAST
with 10 million Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) iterations sampled
every 1,000 iterations was performed by using default parameter settings
in BEAUti. The first 10% of samples were discarded as burn-ins. Esti-
mated model parameters were viewed in Tracer v1.5 (2007; A. Rambaut
and A. Drummond [http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/tracer/]), and the
results were used to modify the following model priors for the final anal-
ysis: relative rate parameters (0 to 10), relaxed-clock mean rate (0 to 10),
skyline population size (0 to 10,000), gamma shape parameters (0 to 10),
and transition-transversion initial value (codon positions 1 and 2  4;
codon position 3  14). The final analysis ran for 20 million MCMC
iterations, which provided sufficient sampling for model convergence
(posterior parameter estimates supported by effective sample size values
of 200). A maximum clade credibility (MCC) tree with median node
heights was constructed from the sampled trees by using TreeAnnotator
v1.6.
To investigate the effect of recombination on evolutionary histories
and genetic diversity, neighbor-joining trees were constructed from all
nonrecombinant genome regions by using default parameters in Ge-
neious. Node support was estimated by using 1,000 bootstrap replicates.
Isolates and lineages with incongruent phylogenetic relationships among
trees (supported by bootstrap values of 70) were identified as putative
recombinants. A comprehensive description of circulating recombinant
forms was not the focus of this study and is currently in progress as a
separate analysis.
Evolutionary hypothesis testing. Specific hypotheses about the evo-
lutionary history of PLV in bobcats and mountain lions were tested by
using analyses available in DataMonkey (22). Themixed-effects model of
evolution (MEME) was used to screen all open reading frames for amino
acid residues under positive selection (nonsynonymous evolutionary
changes [dN]  synonymous evolutionary changes [dS]; alpha  0.05)
(27). MEME has been shown to be more sensitive in detecting positive
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selection than fixed-effects methods yet has similar type I error rates (27).
The fixed-effects likelihood (FEL) analysis was used to identify amino acid
residues under negative selection (dN  dS; alpha  0.05) (28). Neigh-
bor-joining trees for all of the nonrecombinant genome fragments iden-
tified in GARD were used as the input in these analyses.
Nucleotide sequence accession numbers. All viral sequences have
been deposited in GenBank (29) (accession numbers KF906143 to
KF906194).
RESULTS
Viral sequences. Twenty-five full-length PLVA isolates (20 from
bobcats and 5 from mountain lions) and 20 PLVB isolates (all
from mountain lions) were sequenced (Fig. 1; see also Table SA1
in the supplemental material). All PLVA mountain lion isolates
with full-length sequences were sampled in CA. Seven additional
PLVAmountain lion isolates were partially sequenced (four from
CA and three from FL). These 12 isolates represent 75% of the
PLVA-positive (PLVA) mountain lions detected to date (7, 8,
10). Thirteen bobcat isolates from CA and seven from FL were
sequenced. PLVA was not amplified from 80 bobcats and 30
mountain lions from CO, which were screened for PLV by using
primers that amplify both viral clades (5; our unpublished data).
Of the PLVB isolates sequenced, 11were fromCAand 9were from
CO. Two viral sequences derived from cultures were compared to
sequences derived from primary peripheral blood mononuclear
cells (PBMCs) in order to identify genetic changes arising as an
artifact ex vivo. No significant changes were observed in either
case, indicating that short-term virus propagation in primary cell
culture does not introduce bias into downstream genetic analyses.
We did not identify an open reading frame in the PLVA se-
quences that was consistent with the location and length of the
orfA genes of other FIVs (13, 30). Several possibilities for the
length, location, and organization of rev in PLV have been posited
but not empirically proven (13). The potential variation in rev
length due to multiple possible splice sites is large and would ren-
der analyses speculative. Thus, phylogenetic and evolutionary
characteristics of these two gene regions were not included here.
Phylogenetic relationships. Most of the genetic distance
within the isolates evaluated in this study exists between PLV
clades A and B, suggesting a long, separate evolutionary history,
since these lineages diverged from a common ancestor (Fig. 2).
Each clade has subsequently diversified into several distinct viral
lineages that form well-supported phylogenetic clusters.
Within PLVA, nearly all of the viruses sampled belong to one of
three strongly supported clusters based on the geographic region
from which they were collected (FL, CA-south, and CA-north)
(Fig. 2b). One virus (Pco7), isolated from a mountain lion in
CA-south, clusters generally with the other CA isolates but is pa-
raphyletic to both the CA-south and CA-north groups. The PLVA
CA-south cluster contains viral isolates from threemountain lions
and eight bobcats. This cluster contains more genetic diversity than
the other PLVAgroups, whichmay reflect a sampling bias, as it com-
prises a larger sample size than the other clusters. However, the CA-
south sampling area is also the largest fromwhichPLVA isolateswere
collected, and thus, this level of diversitymay represent the viral pop-
ulation structure within this larger geographic region.
Within CA-north, most of the genetic diversity is represented
by a single divergent isolate (Lru2). The other five viruses, which
include one mountain lion and four bobcat isolates, are highly
similar.Mountain lion isolates cluster with bobcat isolates in both
CA sites, recapitulating previously reported phylogenetic compar-
isons (8).
The FL cluster is highly divergent from the viruses sampled
from animals in CA. Six of the seven FL isolates from bobcats
exhibit very little divergence from one another, suggesting that a
relatively homogeneous PLVA population circulates in this area
(Fig. 1). However, these samples were collected from animals
within a relatively close proximity to one another during a short
time span, which may underrepresent the genetic diversity circu-
lating in this region. Lru15 was sampled from a captive bobcat
approximately 150 km away from the other FL isolates (Fig. 1).
The genetic distance between this virus and the rest of the Florida
cluster may therefore represent geographically distinct viral sub-
populations that circulate in Florida. PLV14, an isolate from a
relic Florida panther, was adapted to a domestic cat cell line in
vitro prior to sequencing (15), and thus, the genetic distance be-
tween this isolate and the rest of the FL viruses may be artificially
large. This isolate is included only as a reference for comparison
with other previously reported PLV studies.
In contrast to the distribution of genetic diversity observed
among PLVA isolates, the PLVB isolates exhibit less-strict geo-
graphic clustering (Fig. 2c). The Colorado cluster comprises seven
isolates from CO (n 3 for CO-west; n 4 for CO-east) and two
isolates from WY-west. Within this cluster, isolates sampled east
and west of the Rocky Mountains are intermixed, suggesting that
a relatively unstructured virus population circulates on both sides
of the Continental Divide. TheWyoming cluster comprises seven
isolates in three distinct subgroups sampled in four different areas:
WY-west (n 4),WY-east (n 1), CO-west (n 1), andCO-east
(n  1). The four viruses from MT are monophyletic in Fig. 2c,
but closely related isolates from BC andWY have been sequenced
(Fig. 3). The single PLVB isolate fromCA-north coalesces with the
reference sequence from BC (PLV1695), although there is a large
genetic distance between the two viruses.
Three divergent PLVB clusters (Colorado, Montana, and Wy-
oming) cocirculate in central U.S. mountain lion populations
(Fig. 2c and 3). The Colorado and Montana clusters arose from
the same lineage as viruses circulating in CA-south. The CA-south
and Colorado clusters coalesce prior to the coalescence of the
Montana cluster. However, this relationship changes when phy-
logenetic relationships are estimated for other genomic regions
(see Fig. SA2 in the supplemental material). TheWyoming cluster
does not coalesce with the other PLVB lineages until the basal
node of the PLVB clade. The genetic diversity within theWY clus-
ter is higher than that of any other PLVB cluster. The node that
represents the divergence of the CA-north/BC cluster from the
other PLVB isolates has low posterior support. Hence, the rela-
tionship of PLV1695 and Pco2 to the other PLVB isolates cannot
be estimated with confidence for this region of the viral genome.
Protein diversity and natural selection. (i) Gag. Among both
PLVAandPLVB translation products, theGag polyprotein has the
highest pairwise identity and largest proportion of invariant sites
(Table 2). Consistent with this, 53% of the amino acids in Gag are
under purifying selection, while1%are under positive selection.
Among the products of Gag proteolytic cleavage, the capsid, ma-
trix, and nucleocapsid proteins have increasing levels of genetic
diversity within both PLV clades (Fig. 4; see also Table SA3 in the
supplemental material). Capsid is the most conserved protein for
both PLVAandPLVB,with the highest percentages of both invari-
ant residues and sites under negative selection. No sites in capsid
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FIG 2 Phylogenetic relationships among 26 PLVA and 32 PLVB isolates. (a) All isolates; (b) enlarged phylogram of PLVA; (c) enlarged phylogram of PLVB. This
is a maximum-clade-credibility Bayesian phylogenetic tree of a 1,439-bp nonrecombinant region of pol. Branch lengths (genetic distances) represent the
estimated history of coalescent events among isolates and between clades (see the scale in each panel). Isolates are color coded according to the geographic region
from which they were sampled (Fig. 1). Tree clusters in panels b and c are labeled based on the geographic location from which the majority of isolates were
sampled. Support values (posterior probability,80) are also labeled on each node (**,90; *,80). Isolate names provide the following information: (i) PLV
clade (clade A or B), (ii) host species (Lru, bobcat; Pco, puma), (iii) animal identification number (see Table SA1 in the supplemental material), (iv) sampling
location, and (v) sample year (1987 to 2011).
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are under positive selection in either PLV clade; this is the only
PLVA protein analyzed without at least one site under positive
selection. The genetic diversity in matrix is intermediate com-
pared to those in capsid and nucleocapsid, as are the proportions
of sites under positive and negative selection. Nucleocapsid is the
most variable protein in Gag, with approximately 30%more vari-
ant sites than capsid. Nucleocapsid is also the region of Gag with
the highest percentage of sites under positive selection and the
most length variation due to insertions and deletions (indels).
These differences among the Gag proteins illustrate that amino
FIG 3 PLVA and PLVB exhibit distinct evolutionary histories and different contemporary phylogeographic distributions. This is a maximum likelihood
phylogenetic tree constructed from a 471-bp region of pol illustrating the relationship among the isolates analyzed in this study and previously reported PLV
sequences (n  80 isolates; 48 PLVB and 32 PLVA isolates). Bootstrap values (100 replicates) with 70% support are indicated on nodes. Branch lengths
represent the numbers of substitutions per site (see the scale bar). Two domestic cat FIV sequences (chosen to provide continuity with data reported previously
by Franklin et al. [8]) were included as an outgroup. Isolate names and colors are the same as those described in the legend of Fig. 2 (see also Fig. SA2 in the
supplemental material). Sequences from geographic regions outside our study areas are depicted in purple and are labeled with the GenBank accession number
and sample location (BC, British Columbia; AZ/NV, Arizona/Nevada; ID, Idaho; Mex, Mexico; Nic, Nicaragua; Bra, Brazil; TX, Texas).
TABLE 2 Genetic diversity, natural selection, and recombination within each viral proteina
Viral
protein
Protein length (amino
acids) % pairwise identity % invariant sites
No. of
recombination
breakpoints
No. of sites
under positive
selection
No. of sites
under negative
selection
PLVA PLVB PLVA PLVB PLVA/PLVB PLVA PLVB PLVA/PLVB PLVA PLVB PLVA PLVB PLVA PLVB
Gag 479–485 461–462 91.5 94.9 72.3 77.0 80.8 43.4 3 1 4 8 257 222
Pol 1,135–1,140b 1,142–1,146 88.2 89.7 74.4 67.2 64.4 40.1 3 1 17 14 593 519
Vif 277 232–245 88.8 85.7 62.7 65.3 57.4 31.7 0 1 5 5 142 93
Env 834–841 809–813 83.2 87.4 63.2 55.2 57.8 25.2 4 6 16 23 400 325
a Pairwise identity is the percentage of identical pairwise amino acids. Invariant sites are those columns in the alignment with a single amino acid shared across all sequences.
Recombination breakpoints were identified by using GARD (23). Positively selected sites were identified by using MEME (27). Negatively selected sites were identified by using FEL
(28). Table SA3 in the supplemental material provides additional details as well as results for all viral polyprotein cleavage products. The locations of recombination breakpoints
and residues under selection are shown in Fig. 4.
b The PLVA results shown exclude a unique 41-amino-acid insert present in the PLV14 pol sequence, which may have arisen during adaptation to cell culture.
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acid homology and selection pressures can vary greatly among
proteins translated from a single transcript.
(ii) Pol. The translated Pol polyprotein is cleaved by the viral
protease enzyme into five enzymes: protease (PR), reverse trans-
criptase (RT), RNase H, dUTPase (DU), and integrase (IN) (Fig.
4). Additionally, a small peptide (pre-PR) is produced from the 5=
end of the protein upon the N-terminal cleavage of PR. Pol exhib-
its intermediate levels of genetic diversity compared to the other
PLV translation products (Table 2). Most of the Pol proteolytic
cleavage products vary only slightly in pairwise identity and the
percentage of invariant sites (see Table SA3 in the supplemental
material). The exception to this is the pre-PR peptide, which has
the lowest pairwise identity and percentage of invariant sites of any
PLV gene region analyzed. Pol exhibits relatively little variation in
length despite the fact that it is the longest open reading frame in the
genome.Most of theobserved length variation inbothPLVAPol and
PLVB Pol results from truncated IN proteins due to premature stop
codons in some isolates.More sites inPol are under positive selection
inPLVAthan inPLVB.Of the sixPolproteindomains, three inPLVA
(pre-PR, PR, and RNase H) and two in PLVB (pre-PR and RT) have
1% of amino acids under positive selection.
(iii) Env. The viral protease enzyme cleaves the Env polypro-
tein into leader (L), surface (SU), and transmembrane (TM) pro-
teins (Fig. 4). Env exhibits high levels of genetic diversity, with
60% of residues being invariant within each PLV clade (Table
2). Similarly, a relatively large proportion of Env residues are un-
der positive selection, and a small proportion of residues are un-
der negative selection (see Table SA3 in the supplemental mate-
rial). All Env protein domains contain indels, many of which are
unique to individual viral isolates (alignments are available upon
request). The L region is the least conserved of the Env cleavage
products for both PLV clades, having only slightlymore than 50%
invariant residues. SU has a high proportion of sites under puri-
fying selection and intermediate levels of positive selection com-
pared to L or TM. Between viral clades, PLVA SU and TM have
similar or slightly higher levels of genetic diversity than PLVB SU
and TM. In light of this, it is interesting that SU and TM in PLVB
have a higher proportion of residues under positive selection and
a lower proportion of residues under negative selection than those
in PLVA. This suggests that the marginally higher PLVA genetic
diversity may be the result of neutrally evolving sites rather than
higher positive selection in this clade.
(iv) Vif. The diversity and selection characteristics of Vif vary
between PLVA and PLVB more than any other protein (Table 2).
Among PLVA isolates, Vif has no indels and is similar to Pol in
both pairwise identity and the proportion of invariant sites. How-
ever, PLVBVif has higher levels of genetic diversity (similar to that
observed in PLVB Env) and varies in length more than any other
protein analyzed. The length variations in PLVB Vif are due to
additional residues at the 3= end of the protein in four isolates
previously described (13).
Recombination. Recombination is surprisingly common within
bothPLVAandPLVB, although the distribution of recombination
breakpoints differs greatly between the two clades. The PLVA iso-
lates contain 10 breakpoints distributed relatively uniformly
throughout the viral genome (Table 2 and Fig. 4). In contrast, the
PLVB breakpoints occur almost exclusively in the 3= half of the
genome, with only one of nine breakpoints being located in the 5=
half. This finding is in agreement with a previous study of PLVB
that analyzed the sequences from WY and MT (11).
DISCUSSION
PLVA and PLVB genomes exhibit high levels of genetic diversity
resulting from the frequentmutation, recombination, and natural
selection characteristics of lentiviruses. Both PLV lineages con-
tinue to adapt and evolve despite the putative long coexistence
FIG 4 Recombination andpositive selection contribute to themolecular evolutionofPLVAandPLVB.The locations of recombinationbreakpoints and residues under
selection are depicted for PLVA and PLVB genomes (see Table SA3 in the supplemental material). PLV14 and PLV1695 were used as the reference genomes for PLVA
and PLVB, respectively (11, 15). Each genome is annotated with the four viral open reading frames studied (gag, pol, vif, and env) (top) as well as the protease cleavage
products for the polyproteins (bottom). The scale below each genome represents base pairs starting at base 1 in the 5= long terminal repeat (LTR).
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with their respective primary host species. These virus-host rela-
tionships likely reflect historic and contemporary host demo-
graphic patterns and mechanisms of retroviral evolution.
PLV geographic distribution and phylogenetic relation-
ships. The bicoastal pattern of the PLVA distribution reflects his-
torical fluctuations in the geographical distribution of bobcats.
Bobcats in the Midwestern United States (including CO) have a
genetic signature reflecting secondary contact between distinct
eastern and western bobcat lineages (31). Significant genetic
structure further divides the two lineages into distinct popula-
tions. Together, these patterns are consistent with founder effects
resulting from long-distance dispersers that recolonized the cen-
tral and northern United States from a small number of Pleisto-
cene refugia on each coast (31).Haplotypemaps suggest that these
refugiaweremost likely located in FL and the PacificNorthwest, as
bobcats in these two locations share similar mitochondrial DNA
(mtDNA) haplotypes, which were predicted to be ancestral to
haplotypes from bobcats in the continental interior. The same
founder effects may also explain the lack of PLVA in theMidwest-
ern United States, if early colonizers of the region were PLV neg-
ative. This could have occurred due to stochastic effects, given that
this regionwas likely recolonized by a small number of individuals
and that gene flow among populations in this region has been
relatively low since colonization (31). Additionally, even small
fitness differences between infected and uninfected individuals
could have increased the likelihood that long-distance dispersers
were primarily PLV negative.
Similarly, the current distribution of PLVB lineages across
North America appears to be in accordance with the estimated
ancestry of mountain lions. Mountain lions span from Canada to
southern Chile, but North American mountain lions are geneti-
cally distinct and relatively homogeneous compared to popula-
tions in Central and South America (32). Culver et al. (32) pro-
posed previously that mountain lions were completely displaced
fromNorth America during the late Pleistocene era and that con-
temporary North Americanmountain lions have descended from
a relatively small number of individuals that migrated north from
Central America after the glaciers receded. However, one popula-
tion of mountain lions in British Columbia carries a unique
mtDNA haplotype most similar to the haplotype of mountain
lions in Brazil, which was predicted by haplotype mapping to be
the most ancestral population of the species (32). PLVB isolates
from BC and Brazil cluster together in a lineage that forms the
basal node of the PLVB clade in phylogenetic trees containing
North, South, and Central American isolates (Fig. 3) (8). There-
fore, ancestral genotypes among mountain lions, and among
PLVB isolates, reside in British Columbia and Brazil. This obser-
vation is intriguing, as it suggests that, similarly to bobcats, a pop-
ulation of mountain lions infected with PLVB may have survived
the most recent Ice Age in a Pacific Northwest refugium that has
since recolonized parts of the West Coast of North America.
While past glaciation events may have similarly affected the
distribution of the two North American felids and their lentivi-
ruses, the contemporary geographic distributions and genetic di-
versities of PLVA and PLVB differ in several ways. The PLVA
isolates sampled are highly spatially structured at both small and
large geographic scales, reflecting the population dynamics of
their primary host, the bobcat (31). Bobcats inhabit smaller home
ranges, live at higher densities, and disperse shorter distances from
their natal area than mountain lions (33, 34). Bobcat population
structure has been detected at very fine scales where urban devel-
opment decreases gene flow among nearby populations (4, 35). In
contrast, while some PLVB isolates exhibit strict geographic struc-
turing (i.e., CA-south), diverse PLVB isolates cocirculate in other
areas, and genetically related viruses circulate in populations sep-
arated by thousands of kilometers (Fig. 2c and 3; see also Fig. SA2b
in the supplemental material). These findings are consistent with
the behavior and life history of mountain lions, which inhabit
large home ranges and can disperse 1,000 km from their natal
range (36).
The PLVB strains cocirculating inWY,CO, andMTarose from
at least two genetically distinct lineages that diverged from one
another early in the ancestry of this clade in North America (Fig.
2c; see also Fig. SA2b in the supplementalmaterial). TheColorado
and Montana clusters share ancestry with viruses circulating in
CA-south. Viruses related to this lineage also circulate in BC and
Mexico (Fig. 3). Therefore, viruses arising from this lineage circu-
late in mountain lion populations spanning all of western North
America. Other viruses arising from the same lineage as the Wy-
oming cluster have been sampled in Idaho, Arizona, and Texas
(Fig. 3). Given the distribution of this lineage across the current
eastern limit of the mountain lion’s geographic distribution in
western North America, it is possible that this divergent lineage
also circulated inmountain lion populations now absent from the
eastern part of the continent.
Pco2 (CA-north) and PLV1695 (BC) are distinct from the vi-
ruses circulating in CA-south and the continental interior (Fig.
2c), and the evolutionary history shared by these two isolates var-
ies across the genome (see Fig. SA2b in the supplemental mate-
rial). Two other viruses from CA-north, which were partially se-
quenced (see Table SA1 in the supplementalmaterial), also cluster
with Pco2 and PLV1695 in a phylogenetic tree constructed from a
nonrecombinant region of env (tree not shown). Therefore, PLVB
strains circulating just north of Los Angeles share a more recent
common ancestor with viruses circulating approximately 2,000
km north in British Columbia than with viruses circulating just
south of Los Angeles, approximately 115 km away. This finding
appears to be consistent with the genetic structure of mountain
lion populations in southern California. Ernest et al. previously
detected reduced gene flow between the lion populations sepa-
rated by Los Angeles but observed that animals from north of Los
Angeles to northern California form a continuous, albeit dis-
persed, population (37). Our results suggest that related viruses
may also circulate in northern California, Oregon, and Washing-
ton. Anthropogenic influence via movement of animals or release
of captive individuals into the wild is a possible confounding fac-
tor in the geographic distribution of viral phylogenies.
Genetic diversity, selection, and recombination. Because the
FIVs of nondomestic cats cause little known pathogenicity, it has
been posited that coevolution has resulted in “stable” virus-host
relationships (38). Supporting this idea, previously reported stud-
ies of PLVB concluded that pol, env, and vif evolve under purifying
or neutral selection (6, 8). Only the nucleocapsid domain of gag
has been found to be under positive selection (12). However, our
results reveal that positive selection is an important force driving
the evolution of PLV proteins. Some amino acid residues were
found to be evolving under positive selection in all four genes
analyzed for both clades. The discrepancy between our results and
previously reported findings is likely due to differences in the sam-
ples analyzed and algorithms used for each analysis. Our analysis
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included genetically diverse isolates collected over a broad geo-
graphic range, enabling the detection of diversifying or directional
evolution in multiple viral populations. We also used a recently
developed algorithm (MEME), which has been demonstrated to
have more power to detect residues under positive selection than
previously employed methods (27). The level of positive selection
that we detected in PLV is consistent with the evolutionary dy-
namics described previously for other lentiviruses (39, 40) and
illustrates that despite apparently low pathogenicity, these viruses
continue to evolve and adapt.
The PLV structural genes gag, pol, and env vary in levels of
genetic diversity and selection, reflecting the different functions
andhost pressures on each protein. gag is themost conserved open
reading frame, and the capsid protein is themost conserved region
of the Gag polyprotein, with about 90% of capsid amino acid sites
being invariant within each clade. Intrapopulation diversity in
Gag is even lower (data not shown), corresponding to the perva-
sive negative selection detected in this gene. Together, these results
suggest that nearly all nonsynonymous mutations in gag decrease
viral fitness, and thus, circulating viruses are highly homogeneous
at the protein level. This strong purifying selection likely main-
tains essential secondary and tertiary structural conformations vi-
tal for the role that Gag plays in the packaging, budding, and
maturation of viral particles (41). However, some of the diversifi-
cation in the PLVA and PLVB matrix and nucleocapsid protein
domains resulted from positive selection. Therefore, the fitness
landscape forGag amino acid diversity appears to be characterized
by steep peaks, with divergent virus populations evolutionarily
constrained on different fitness peaks.
The pol gene, which encodes enzymes necessary for viral repli-
cation, exhibits levels of genetic diversity similar to those exhibited
by gag. Changes in amino acid composition that alter the struc-
ture, charge, or hydrophobicity of protein domains could disrupt
enzyme function, explaining the high levels of homology and neg-
ative selection in pol. However, the protein domain with the high-
est percentage of sites under positive selection in both clades is the
short pre-PR peptide transcribed fromwithin pol. Because the Pol
polyprotein is translated via a ribosomal frameshift within the
gag open reading frame, pre-PR entirely overlaps the 3= end of gag.
Therefore, mutations occurring in this region can affect both Gag
and Pol polyproteins. Interestingly, while the PLVA and PLVB
pre-PR products have approximately 10% of sites under positive
selection, no Gag residues encoded from the same region are un-
der positive selection in either PLV clade (Fig. 4). The level of
negative selection among the overlapping Gag and pre-PR resi-
dues is the lowest of any region of the genome analyzed. This
overlapping coding region is characterized by high levels of mu-
tation, which evolve under neutral or purifying selection in the gag
ORF butmostly neutral and positive selection in the polORF. The
biological significance of this level of selection for pre-PR is un-
known, as no function has been ascribed to this peptide among the
lentiviruses. However, our results suggest that pre-PR may have
important implications for viral fitness.
The Env polyprotein and its subunits were the least conserved
proteins analyzed. The env open reading frame also has the highest
numbers of indels and recombination breakpoints, illustrating
that the genetic diversity observed for Env results from several
different aspects of viral polymerase activity. Interestingly, the
highest percentage of residues under positive selection among the
Env protein domains of both clades is the L peptide. This domain
has two putative functions, acting both as a signal to target the env
transcript to the rough endoplasmic reticulum for translation and
as the first exon of the accessory protein Rev (13, 42). Rev is en-
coded by all lentiviruses and is required for the export of unspliced
and partially spliced mRNAs from the nucleus (43). This is ac-
complished by altering the host cell nuclear export mechanism,
which, in the absence of Rev, allows the export of only fully spliced
mRNAs from the nucleus (44). While both functions of the Env L
domain rely on specific residue motifs, the diversity of Rev form
and function may be evolutionarily advantageous. For example,
highly efficient Rev proteins in equine infectious anemia virus
(EIAV) rapidly produce virions during acute infection, but Rev
proteins with low efficiency limit virus production and allow the
virus to evade the host immune response during chronic infection
(45). Unfortunately, no empirical studies on rev transcription,
translation, or protein function have been performed with puma
lentiviruses. Such work could elucidate the mechanisms underly-
ing the selective forces acting on the highly variable L peptide
domain of Env.
The SU and TM domains of Env were more conserved than
those of the L peptide but exhibited higher levels of genetic diver-
sity and positive selection than most other protein domains ana-
lyzed. This high level of genetic diversity, together with the low
levels of negative selection, is consistent with the immune-driven
antigenic variation observed for other lentiviruses (46–48). The
SU and TM domains of lentiviral Env proteins are targets of the
adaptive immune response, and this pressure often selects for viral
diversity both within and between hosts. Our analysis suggests
that PLV Env evolution may be similarly influenced by host im-
mune pressures, resulting in the observed high levels of genetic
diversity within and among viral populations.
The vif open reading frame encodes a lentiviral accessory
protein that functions in primate and feline lentiviruses to over-
come an antiviral intrinsic immune restriction factor known as
APOBEC (apolipoprotein B mRNA-editing enzyme, catalytic
polypeptide-like) (49, 50). In the absence of a functional Vif pro-
tein, APOBEC can create defective viruses through hypermuta-
tion during reverse transcription of the viral genome (51). The
inability of host-adapted viral Vif proteins to counteract APOBEC
activity in alternative hosts is thought to be an important factor
limiting cross-species transmission events of lentiviruses (50, 52).
It is therefore interesting that Vif diversity is higher among PLVB
isolates than among PLVA isolates, given that the former infect
one species and the latter infect two. The mountain lion and bob-
cat APOBEC proteins are highly homologous (50), and our find-
ings suggest that PLVA Vif may successfully counteract both spe-
cies’ antiviral proteins. This is supported by the similar levels of
positive selection detected in PLVA and PLVBVif proteins, which
are comparable to the level of positive selection observed for Env.
Such a lack of host restriction may be one viral mechanism con-
tributing to cross-species transmission of PLVA between bobcats
and pumas. An understanding of differences in host-specific se-
lection pressure, viral adaptation, and viral fitness in bobcats ver-
sus pumas will provide valuable insight into mechanisms of viral
evolution during cross-species transmission.
Interestingly, PLVA appears to lack a single intact gene region
encoding the OrfA protein. All lentiviruses encode a transactiva-
tor of proviral translation, which is considered essential for viral
replication (43). OrfA, the transactivator protein of feline lentivi-
ruses, is thought to be translated in PLVB from a single unspliced
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open reading frame overlapping the vif and env genes (Fig. 4) (13).
It is possible that the orfA gene is present in PLVA but that it is
translated from a spliced RNA or an internal ribosome entry site,
as occurs in some other lentiviruses (i.e., HIV/EIAV) (43). In ei-
ther case, this difference in genomic organization between PLVA
and PLVB may have resulted from, or contributed to, the diver-
gence of these clades. If orfA is indeed absent and is not necessary
for productive PLVA infection, investigations of proviral tran-
scription in the absence of this protein may reveal unique mech-
anisms of lentivirus replication.
Conclusion. We have shown that high levels of genetic diver-
sity, frequent recombination, and positive selection on viral pro-
teins characterize PLV evolution in bobcats and mountain lions.
These findings are in contrast to previous reports (6, 8, 12), which
concluded that FIVs in nondomestic cats had reached a stable level
of host-virus evolution (3, 38). These analyses were based primar-
ily on studies of short gene fragments or isolates from single pop-
ulations and/or tended to look at fewer isolates per species than
this analysis. Our results illustrate that the long-term coevolution
of lentiviruses and their hosts does not necessarily result in stable
equilibrium. Analyzing intrahost diversity and quantifying viral
loads among viral lineages could provide a better understanding
of how the observed genetic diversity and selection ultimately re-
late to viral fitness.
PLVA and PLVB are highly divergent, and although histori-
cally classified as two clades of species-specific viruses infecting
mountain lions, they are likely distinct viral species with different
primary feline hosts. PLVA infects primarily bobcats, and the geo-
graphic distribution of regionally associated subtypes is consistent
with the ecology and evolutionary history of this host species.
Highly structured PLVA lineages circulate in distinct bobcat pop-
ulations, and PLVA is likely absent from bobcats in central North
America. PLVB is common in mountain lions throughout their
geographic range, and in contrast to PLVA, distinct viral lineages
cocirculate in some areas, corresponding to the ability of this virus
to move long distances in its vagile host.
The prevailing hypothesis of FIV evolution assumes that spe-
cies-specific viruses evolved from a common ancestor via host-
virus cospeciation and historic cross-species transmission events.
Our work also supports the possibility that viral genetic diver-
gence may also occur contemporaneously via cross-species infec-
tions and subsequent adaptation to new host species. Factors that
can alter population structure and contact rates, such as changing
climactic conditions and habitat fragmentation, may contribute
to increased numbers of interspecies transmission events. The re-
markable capacity for generating genetic diversity documented
here renders these viruses highly adaptable and would enable evo-
lution to occur on a short time scale.
These findings represent the most robust characterization of
feline lentiviral genetic evolution to date. Future studies investi-
gating the genetic determinants of viral fitness will significantly
enhance our understanding of PLV evolution and complement
the existing body of literature describing the ecological and phy-
logenetic aspects of PLV.
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Figure A1a: PLVA and PLVB primer maps showing the location of the primers (small green boxes) utilized in this study.  Each figure 
is annotated with the location of the 5’- and 3’- long terminal repeats (LTR) and open reading frames (gag, pol, vif, OrfA (PLVB only) 
and env).  Primer sequences and genome coordinates are listed in Table A2. 
	   
Figure A1b 
	  Figure A2a:  Phylogenetic trees depicting alternative evolutionary histories of genomic regions resulting from recombination between 
isolates from different viral lineages.  Neighbor-joining trees were constructed from all non-recombinant genome regions (Figure 4).  
One tree from each clade is presented here to illustrate the effect of recombination on viral genetic diversity.  The trees represent the 
	  following genome regions:  PLVA – gag 905-1368 (520bp); PLVB – env 6529 – 7122 (620bp).  Bootstrap values estimated from 1000 
replicates are labeled on nodes with greater than 70% cluster support.  Isolates labeled with * are likely recombinant viruses because 
their position on this tree is incongruent (supported by bootstrap values > 70) with their position in Figure 2. 
  
	   
Figure A2b
	  Table A1: Demographic information for all bobcat (Lru) and puma (Pco) samples included in 
this study.  GenBank accession numbers for previously published sequences are shown in 
parentheses. 
 
 
  
	  Table A1 continued 
  
	  Table A2: PCR primers used to amplify and sequence PLVA and PLVB isolates.  Primer 
sequences are listed in the 5’- to 3’- direction.  The location of the 5’- base (forward primers) or 
3’-base (reverse primers) is listed relative to the reference sequence for each clade (PLV14 – 
PLVA; PLV1695 - PLVB).  Primers denoted with 1 and 2 were originally published in (4) and 
(1) respectively. All other primers were designed in this study. 
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  Table A2 continued 
	  Table A3: Detailed genetic diversity, natural selection, and recombination results for all viral proteins studied. 	  
